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5.0 out of 5 stars  
 
Everything I could want in a science fiction novel 
 
Reviewed in the United States on February 14, 2020 
Verified Purchase 
 
This is the third book in a trilogy about the confrontation of the human race with an alien 
race that has paranoia about other beings programmed into its genes. A nova had cut 
off contact between the two, but further decay of the star re-opened space pathways. 
The description of how people and the other race traveled between different stars with 
habitable planets many light years apart appears to be unique, and sounds plausible. 
The technology is interesting and also unique. While the alien race itself believes it is 
necessary to exterminate any other race to prevent its own extermination, individuals 
are captured by humans who attempt to overcome this barrier. The heroine sets out to 
befriend a female alien, and to learn to understand her, and teach her to understand 
human beings. The author gives this alien a winsome personality. The alien tries very 
hard to overcome her genetic predisposition. The culture is also nicely crafted, and 
hangs together very well. 
 
War and conflict are inevitable, and after some serious fighting with many casualties, a 
solution is proposed. Will the alien race accept the solution? The author keeps us 
guessing as to how this will turn out practically to the very last page. It is a very well 
constructed story. 
 
It is a clean story with no objectionable elements, nothing to offend. That is also quite 
welcome. One doesn't have to include these elements to tell a good story, and in fact 
such elements serve more as a detraction. 
 
The book itself is well crafted. It uses high quality white paper with a beautiful and very 
readable san serif font. I prefer san serif for its simplicity of design. The cover is also 
very nice and the cover illustration likewise. I say, if you think your story is worthwhile, 
why not publish it in an equally beautiful book? And they did just that. 
 
Published by a small science fiction organization in which the author is involved. The 
personal attention and respect are a welcome change from the more common 
arrogance one might expect: I have found most science fiction authors are personable, 
but there are others... Appreciation goes to this author for an exceptional attitude. 
 
Author’s Note: My wife and I manufacture all of my books. We have a complete 
bookbindery in our back yard. The quality of the books is better than what you find in 
bookstores. 



 

 
4.0 out of 5 stars  
 
Good Ending to Trilogy 
 
Reviewed in the United States on May 14, 2013 
Verified Purchase 
 
After not reading a lot of Science Fiction for many years, I decided to read more SF 
using the Kindle App on my iPad Mini. This made it was easy to switch to reading after 
catching up on email, etc. So while waiting for my wife to finish shopping, or as I went to 
bed, the iPad was handy and at the ready - night or day - to pick up from where I had 
paused. 
 
I started with author Michael McCollum based on a review of his Euclid's Wall that 
likened his writing to my early Science Fiction author of choice - Robert Heinlein - who I 
read in my youth. Although I was somewhat disappointed with Euclid's Wall, I tried the 
Antares Trilogy. After reading all three books in this trilogy - Antares Dawn, Antares 
Passage and Antares Victory - I rate the first (Antares Dawn) and this last book (Antares 
Victory) both at four (4) stars because they kept my interest and I would find myself 
wanting to read more. 
 
I rate the second book - Antares Passage - at three (3) stars because it got bogged 
down in retelling a lot of the happenings from the first book; and it was a bit slow in 
parts. But Antares Passage did provide a good, and necessary, connection between 
books 1 and 3. 
 
Like the first book - Antares Dawn - this last book has more action and keeps you 
turning pages. While Antares Victory's outcome is somewhat pre-told by the title, there 
were several twists where the author constructed alternate endings and a thread of 
believability to the final outcome. 
 
In all three books of this trilogy, McCollum provides good character development, and 
descriptions of the environment - from star systems to technologies deployed, and of 
Alien species and their culture and worlds. As new star systems were described, I found 
myself checking my Star Walk IOS app to research them and this provided a connection 
to real stars. This connection made the stories more believable, and gave a better 
appreciation of the distances traveled. 

Top reviews from other countries 

5.0 out of 5 stars  
 
Five Stars 
 



Reviewed in the United Kingdom on June 3, 2015 
Verified Purchase 
 
Excellent novel - great end to a brilliant trilogy 
 

 
3.0 out of 5 stars 
 
It's Not Literature. OK? 
 
Reviewed in Canada on April 20, 2020 
Verified Purchase 
 
The conclusion of an old fashioned, space opera trilogy about humanity's struggle to 
fend off genocidal alien lizards. 
 
I love this stuff, no doubt due to an unhealthy childhood diet of Robert Heinlein and Star 
Trek. I don't care. Despite the wooden characters, unbelievable plots, glorification of 
space war and that mankind's star spanning civilization is all just like Iowa, I don't care. 
Sometimes I just need my cheap heroic, United Federation of Planets future, happy 
ending. Stuff your conflicted characters, your subtle metaphors, your German literary 
terms. A ray gun's always just a ray gun in this universe, to misquote Freud. 
 
There are some original ideas, McCollum wants to get the science right, the aliens are 
mildly interesting. He also tries to write what he thinks are strong female characters but 
he really shouldn't. For one thing he uses the term 'gravid' way too often. 
 
But boiled down it's still Buck Rodgers and Flash Gordon fighting Ming and monsters, 
like it was almost 100 years ago. And thank goodness for it. 


